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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

Somewhere at this moment, someone devotes 

oneself to making changes on the frontline, 

forecasts or plans what will happen thousands of 

miles away while sitting still on the everyday seat 

and brings convenience to someone else living on 

the other side of the earth. We remember the war 

between Persia and Athens in the old days. In an 

effort to commemorate Pheidippides who ran all 

the way through Marathon to deliver the news of 

Athens’ victory in this war, an athletic sport became 

an official Olympic game for the first time in 1896, 

which we call Marathon. For the following 100 years, 

a marathon has been making a grand finale of 

summer Olympics every four years, as the last game 

of the festival.

We agree with one’s saying that the 21st century is 

an information age and information is the essential 

element to transform the past industrial age. In 

this respect, the importance of communication, 

which indicates the act of delivering information, 

is something that we can never disregard. After 

having gone through the age of simplicity, when 

Pheidippides had to run a long distance to deliver 

news, we faced a large-scale innovation based on 

Internet messenger culture in 2010, which was 

highly affected by the invention of smartphones. 

However, people are reluctant to make another step 

forward, just being satisfied with the communicative 

innovation at this level. This is because they do 

not think they have any inconvenience at present. 

However, in reality, innovation does not stem from a 

huge inconvenience. A new change does stem from 

a small and trivial inconvenience and we are ready 

to ring the bell of change.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

VISION

For the last decade, we immersed ourselves in 

dealing with a single problem, so-called ‘Contact-

free service’. Starting from the question ‘What kind 

of change is needed, in order to make one feel like 

he or she is right beside a person that is actually 

living on the other side of the earth?’, we had an 

earnest wish to help them easily meet with each 

other anytime anywhere and satisfy their longing 

and yearning. 

If it is not easy to change existing ones, the answer 

is to make something new, which is not particularly 

difficult by integrating our own style with the best 

ever technology at hand. By combining ‘blockchain’ 

which is a trustworthy technology with the contact-

less video call service which we are well-informed 

of, we strive to establish a new ecosystem, called 

‘Grinbit’.

We issued our initial challenge at ‘military’, where 

every member has a longing for someone. We will 

establish a community for independent life and 

integrate blockchain into our service to provides 

incentives and pleasure.

BLOCK CHAIN GRINBITER
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ORIENTATION

INTRODUCTION

At this very minute, 0.5% of the whole population in Korea 

is taking a risk to protect others and training themselves 

mentally and physically. They live in the same age as us, but 

they owe a duty to go along with the organizational hierarchy 

instead of ‘freedom’. We call them ‘hero’ and the cluster of 

this large number of heroes is what we call ‘military’.

One thing we would like to focus on is the fact that soldiers 

who belong to the military do belong to our society at 

the same time. Under the traditional military system, the 

allocation of the national defense budget had to rely on 

the priority determined by the limited budget amount and 

subsequently considered the wage or welfare for soldiers. It is 

a shame to know that those heroes, who sacrifice themselves 

just as one of the average members of society, are not given 

reasonable compensation even in terms of basic welfare, 

but are unfortunately taken for granted about the poorer 

treatment they receive compared to the average members of 

society who enjoy their freedom.

However, this problem is not easily recognized until one in 

person or one of the family members enters the military. 

Assuming that one is not a professional soldier as a lifelong 

occupation, while the military service is obligatory for a certain 

group of people depending on the physical conditions or 

gender for a certain period before returning to society, the 

proportion of those subject people is as little as 0.5% out of 

all social members. This leads to a ridiculous phenomenon 

that, as the poor treatment that soldiers receive during 

their military service remains stagnant for a longer time, 

the freedom, or the rights that each member of this 

modern society is fairly entitled to have been considered as 

compensation.

Fortunately, it is great news that most countries began to 

recognize the need to help soldiers boost their morale and 

receive better treatments and are putting small or large 

efforts into action. The efforts may depend on each country’s 

circumstances, but not only the national government but 

also corporations are trying to provide a wide range of 

services and benefits for soldiers, such as discounts for public 

transportation, various coupons, specialty stores for soldiers 

only, education support for to-be-discharged soldiers or 

children of professional soldiers. Out of all these efforts, we 

were able to find what we can do.

The Republic of Korea Armed Forces, founded in 1948, has 

been involved in managing the military service of all soldiers 

until now. But there is no well-structured system in place 

which properly connects the military with society. Diverse 

benefits, services or even newly developed platforms, which 

used to be regarded as an effort to improve treatment for 

soldiers, are frequently abandoned after the fixed period of 

military service and, therefore, the service quality gradually 

becomes worse. Plus, as they have no alternative but to 

use the low-quality service, in a long-term perspective, the 

platform ends up failing to catch eyes when the soldiers 

become free from the soldier title, which is ironically against 

the good purpose established at the beginning. The demand 

declines but the damage continues.

With no exceptions for professional soldiers and non-

professional soldiers who serve for a certain period of time, 

along with the view that they are members of the national 

society as the core, we will create a new ecosystem and 

business area that provides groundbreaking services, will 

make a close connection between the military and the society, 

will make the time of doing military service meaningful and 

rewarding, and will help soldiers not to lose the pride of having 

served as a soldier for the nation and the public, even when 

they return to the society after finishing their military service.

‘Grinbit’ will help you gain reasonable compensation and 

respect about what used to be under restrictions, and the 

production of this paper proves our first step towards a 

positive future without border restrictions and with a large 

infrastructure. 

0.5% Soldiers

Member of 
society 
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Since the COVID-19 pandemic swept all over the world in 2021, our society and our 

individual life have been going through unexpected, unprecedented changes. The 

acceleration in the shift from face-to-face to contact-less living paradigm is still ongoing.

As working from home, remote learning, video meeting, etc., are more widely used, the 4th 

industrial revolution has been also accelerated and smart working environments have been 

gradually introduced to more industries.

Whereas what we call “Untact” used to be an ‘optional contact-less’ that spontaneously 

emerged as an effort to reduce labor costs from the business perspective, Untact in this 

post-COVID-19 era is a semi-mandatory and complete contact-less way as an effort to 

protect ourselves from the invisible enemy, virus.

ACCELERATION

ACCELERATION : GRINBI

TIME TO 
MOVE

“As COVID-19 impacts every aspect of our work and life,  
we have seen 2 years' worth of digital transformation in two months.” 

- Satya Nadella (Microsoft CEO) / MS in-house speech (2020.4.3) 

Grinbit project set out on its journey with a small goal that we will make our lives better 

through ‘untact communication’. Although the development of the Internet has already 

enabled us to have real-time communication without a face-to-face meeting, such a 

remarkable advancement has yet come short of perfection and we should not settle for the 

present.

We live in a world where communication via cell phones is available anytime anywhere. 

However, more complex problems exist behind this development. There are some people 

who still suffer from low-quality service and functional restraints depending on one’s social 

class or background, and they are isolated from the innovation of technology.

We, rooted in the ambition of leading an open communication with the best technology, 

have introduced and operated the video public phone in a number of places, such as 

military camps, correctional institutions, hospitals, nursing facilities or smart consultation in 

the Ministry of Justice. This experience has led us to contribute to the improved welfare and 

convenience for soldiers, by successfully providing the military camp with not only video call 

but also voice call and text message services.

OUR 
GRINBI 
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ACCELERATION

Grinbi, a contact-less service in the Ministry of National Defense, has installed its contact-

less devices in around 13,000 units of the Republic of Korea army, navy, air force, and the 

marine corps, and provided its service to as many as 3 million members.

In an effort to realize more advanced open communication with society and to establish an 

energetic military culture, the smart video public phone has been installed. As it provides 

a variety of useful services and a pleasant environment for making phone calls easily, the 

system for video public phones has also been settled successfully.

ACCELERATION : GRINBI

GRINBI 
SERVICE

Public Terminal Smartphone User
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Grinbi video public phone installed in the military camp has a sensor-type switch and a 

face recognition security algorithm, which features the anti-leakage of documents that 

automatically blocks the screen upon showing any documents.

It is now regarded as a representative case of providing a high-quality service to the 

environment in need of technology, as the leakage of documents is prevented through 

the patented technology. Besides, a channel for communicating with commanders of the 

military camp was formed and a wide range of convenient functions that are being provided 

at present and to be expanded in the near future.

The innovation of humankind originated from and developed with communication 

technology. Blockchain technology has no restrictions on the user, time, and place for using 

its service with joy and trust and has infinite growth potential. Moreover, it shares the same 

goal and direction we pursue. We expect the Grinbit project to help expand our services 

and contribute to enhancing the potential of the blockchain ecosystem and bringing a 

satisfactory innovation to a wider range of people.

ACCELERATION

GRINBI
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GRINBIT PLATFORM

A. TALK

GRINBIT PLATFORM

PLATFORM

SERVICE

GRINBI APP
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Grinbi platform, based on the existing Grinbi, features its role of encouraging ecosystem 

participants through the circulation of GRBT tokens and leading the platform growth and 

the token valuation to move in the same positive direction. Participants in the ecosystem 

may act either as supporters who provide contents or as consumers who use contents, and 

whoever they may be, they are eligible to receive the various benefits via GRBT. 

GRNBI APP provides a messenger function through which app users exchange 

communication and gifts. Besides, it allows a convenient transfer or receipt of GRBT.
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1)  GIFT  

Users can exchange gifts by using GRBT and use it as a payment method. GRBT 

helps GIFT suppliers who have registered in GRINBI APP in running a commission-

free market, at the same time, helps users who consume the gifts to get bigger 

satisfaction as a result of the product competition based on the commission-free 

market property. This service structure will lead both the supplier and consumer 

to share greater profit than other markets and ultimately bring growth of virtuous 

circle.   

2)  GRINBIT Transactions 

Messenger users can easily exchange GRINBIT with each other and manage GRBT 

based on diverse convenient functions.

GRINBIT PLATFORM

2)  LIVE STREAMING 

Any CREATOR can challenge GRINBI STAR through LIVE STREAMING. If creators 

receive GRINBIT from other users as a gift, they can make a commission-free profit.

GRINBIT APP provides a variety of content such as games, streaming, self-development, 

counseling, etc. APP users can use GRINBIT to pay contents fee or donations. In terms 

of contents profit gained from the GRINBI APP, content providers are supposed to 

receive special benefits distinguished from other payment methods.

1)  GAME 

Games provided by GRINBI APP enable the game users to set and accomplish various 

goals while having fun. As it is connected to the community function throughout the 

GRINBI APP-provided service, a wider range of joy is found.

B.  CONTENT
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GAME 3
MY 
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HOME
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DATA
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COMPANY
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GRINBIT PLATFORM

3)  STUDY & COUNSELING 

GRINBIT APP offers diverse self-development or customized services and builds a 

solid partnership with users. Contents providers can benefit from the payment made 

through GRINBIT and this leads users to enjoy a service of better quality.
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-  The procedure for dealing with GRINBIT recovered through the GRINBI COMPANY-provided 

content and GRINBIT recovered through repurchase will be voted on every quarter. GRINBIT 

Holders have the right to vote between two methods, enhancing the scarcity value of 

GRINBIT or allocating to GRINBIT Holders.

1)  BURN  

Get rid of GRINBIT which was sent as a gift or repurchased and enhance the scarcity value.

2)  AIRDROP 

Allocate GRINBIT which was sent as a gift or repurchased to GRINBIT Holders so they can 

benefit from this like a staking interest effect.

A.  BUYBACK 
BURNING

B.  VOTING 
SYSTEM

GRINBIT PLATFORM

HOLDER

HOLDER

VOTING
GRINBI APP EXCHANGE

AIR DROP

-  GRINBIT platform aims at providing commission-free service based on GRINBIT, but 

it provides its service to not only blockchain enthusiasts but also general contents 

creators and users. Use of its service is not restricted by the non-use of GRINBIT. 

GRINBI COMPANY adheres to its non-profit movements and therefore GRINBIT Holders 

are authorized by the company to gain profit from the contents they launched 

firsthand.

-  GRINBIT Holders can maintain a long-term holding of GRINBIT as a means of value 

storage, and the more GRINBIT they have, the more benefits they get from the GRINBIT 

ecosystem.

-  Any contents profit generated by other payment methods than GRINBIT will be used 

to repurchase GRINBIT through EXCHANGE.

TOKEN 
VALUE 
SYSTEM
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GRINBIT PLATFORM

% Amount (GRBT) Participant

30% 3,000,000,000 Ecosystem (Lock 10year)

20% 2,000,000,000 Token Sale

20% 2,000,000,000 Mining

12% 1,200,000,000 Company Reserve (Lock 10year)

5% 500,000,000 Early inverstors & Adviser  (Lock 3year)

5% 500,000,000 Core Team & Founder  (Lock 3year)

5% 500,000,000 Bounty

3% 300,000,000 Marketing

-  Allocation of the GRBT Tokens issued is as follows; 20% goes to funding, 30% goes to the 

10-year-long preliminary reserve for those who work for the ecosystem management, 20% 

goes to proceed with the mining compensation program for early activation of the platform, 

12% goes to GRINBI who offers the service platform, 5% goes to GRBT token project core 

team and founder, 5% goes to investors and advisors who helped to launch the project at 

early stages, 5% goes to bounty for vitalizing ecosystem and 3% goes to marketing.

A.  GRINBIT 
Token

We have plans to issue tokens called GRBT. The issuance quantity has been fixed at 10 

billion, which is guaranteed for no increase in the future.

GRINBIT 
TOKEN

1) Ticker : GRBT 

2) Coin Type : KIP-7 / Klaytn 

3) Total Supply : 10,000,000,000 

4) Role of Token : UTILITY

B.  TOKEN 
Allocation 20% 

Token Sale

20% 

Mining

12% 

Company Reserve

5% 

Core Team & Founder

3% 

Marketing

5% 

Bounty

30% 

Ecosystem

5% 

Early Investors 
& Adviser

Token 
Allocation
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D.  Distribution 
Schedule

GRINBIT PLATFORM

After 45 days of listing Token quantity

Mon.1 5% 100,000,000

Mon.2 5% 100,000,000

Mon.3 5% 100,000,000

Mon.4 6% 120,000,000

Mon.5 7% 140,000,000

Mon.6~8 8% 160,000,000 X 3Mon.

Mon.9~12 12% 240,000,000 X 4Mon.

-  2,000,000,000 GRBT will be sold to general investors through a token sale. Regarding 

this token sale, the holders who make an early purchase through Private sale are eligible 

for the distribution schedule in section E, separately from the Token Release Schedule, in 

addition to the bonus.

C. Token Sale

Use of 
Funds

5% 

Legal

27% 

Operation

5% 

Research

30% 

Business 
Development

33% 

Blockchain 
Development
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GRINBIT PLATFORM

E.  Mining 
Program

Representation of time below shall be based on Korea Standard Time (KST) UTC+9 hours.F.  GRBT 
Token 
Realease 
Schedule

This chart shows the quantity and classification of all GRB tokens distributed on a yearly 

basis. Tokens allocated to the bounty for angel investors, advisors, and project team shall 

be unlocked over 3 years, 12% allocated to the platform provider, GRINBI shall be unlocked 

over 10 years, while tokens allocated to the maintenance and repair since the platform 

expansion shall be locked for 10 years, which afterward shall be either converted into 

equity tokens that entitle to own shares for some portion of the revenue or distributed as 

incentives for human resources in the future, depending on the internal circumstances.
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Token Sale Ecosystem Company Early Investors

Team Bounty Marketing Mining

1)  ACTIVE REWARD  

Rewards are paid in proportion to the supply or use of content to revitalize and promote the 

ecosystem.

2)  DAO Genesis Reward 

In order to promote Governance of TOKEN VALUE SYSTEM, rewards are paid in proportion 

to Voting participation.
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ROADMAP

ROADMAP
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Q1
· GRINBIT Development

Q1
· Exchange Listing

· Close-Beta Open

Q4
· API for Service

Q2
· Platform Architecture 

· Build Online Community 

· Release WhitePaper Ver 1.0

Q2
· Open-Beta Open  

· Reward Service Launch

Q1
· Build Partnerships  

· Advertising Activities

Q3
· Point Service Open 

· Web Dashboard Open 

· Initial Coin Offering

Q3
· Platform Open 

· Point Swap API Open 

· APP Launch

Q4
· Platform Prototype 

· Release WhitePaper Ver 2.0
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LEGAL NOTICE

ACCELERATION

The legal notice on this whitepaper regards GRINBIT. If you intend to purchase, 

use, trade, or hold “GRINBIT”, the encryption token used in GRINBIT, you are 

required to read this page carefully for your understanding.

This whitepaper has been written by GRINBNC LTD, in an effort to provide 

potential GRINBIT investors with reference materials about GRINBIT.

This whitepaper tells about GRINBIT technology and does not guarantee any 

business performance. We shall not guarantee the complete accuracy of any 

information herein and therefore not be liable for any possible inaccuracy.

In GRINBNC LTD,

(1) Actual business may progress in a different way.

(2)  Translated version of this whitepaper may have some mistranslation or 

omission.

(3) ICO participants shall not receive dividends or voting rights.

(4)  ICO participants shall not request any cancellation or refund for GRINBIT 

previously purchased.

Therefore, any profit or loss resulting from referring to or using this whitepaper 

for decision-making is fully dependent on the decision maker’s judgment. In other 

words, GRINBNC LTD is not liable for indemnification, compensation, or any other 

responsibilities for any damage, loss, debt, or other injuries caused by using this 

whitepaper.
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